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When preparing to design this Winter collection, I thought about the 
array of luminous colour that characterizes the Summer range yet is so 
frequently absent from other ranges. It seemed logical that more fun 

and colour was needed to brighten up the drearier months of the year. 
The result? A combination of vintage and jewel tones Inspired by the 

palette of Australian Artist Megan Weston, conspire to bring this Winter 
collection to life. New and classic shapes are encased in rich hues of  
Ruby, Emerald, Teal and Ink blue, embracing a stunning selection of 

sumptuous clutches and pods for day and evening.

The newest multitasker ‘Adele’, is offered in an array of stunning shades 
and is the perfect option for the girl who asks a lot of her clutch. 

Carrying no limitations in terms of functionality and use, its simple shape 
has major impact with our signature facets and striking lines.

Contrasting details add a flash of the unexpected in monochromatic 
tones to a selection of conversation starters, from the ‘#//@!’ Acrylic Box 
Clutch to the ‘Dana’ tumbling blocks diamontè pod. Arrive at your next 

event with an accessory that makes its own entrance.

With a slightly intriguing side, the ‘It” bag named after a much loved TV 
cousin with similarly dramatic characteristics, is certainly not for the 

reserved. Its extreme fringe combines the glorious Deco era with 1970’s 
Hippy influences and exudes a seductively romantic yet fun feel.

A Micro Reptile emboss is the exotic skin of choice this season as 
showcased on the ‘Emely’ box clutch in deep shades of Wine, Burgundy, 

Teal, Dove Grey, and Navy and finished with fine hardware detailing

 For high evening, the ‘Lilith’ crystal embellished clutch is the ultimate red 
carpet accessory. Inspired by the sirens of a bygone Hollywood era, its 
gentle degradè effect enables this clutch to go with everything. Simple 
but striking and a generous size, it’s the perfect finishing touch for your 

next special soirée.

Kelly Lippman 

Creative Director

Cover : ‘Elana’ metallic faceted pod (Rose Gold).
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DETAILS

THE MANY FACETS  OF OLGA BERG
Evolving as a signature detail, the facet is becoming an
important feature within the Olga Berg collection. Whether 
its in the angles of the hardware or the contours of a pod 
the facet adds dimension and interest.

‘Adele’ OB7164

THE MANY FACETS OF OLGA BERG
Evolving as a signature detail, the facet is becoming an 
important feature within the Olga Berg collection. Whether 
it’s in the angles of the hardware or the countours of a pod, 
the facet adds dimension and interest.

DETAILS

‘Lia’ OB7151



FACET
fascination

Becoming something of  
a signature, I look for

opportunities to add facets 
whether it be on the body

of a bag or as an 
element on the custom 

hardware.

Pictured left :

‘Elke’ clutch, (Yellow).

Pictured right : ‘Zoey’ 

clutch (Chartreuse)

and ‘Spike’ millinery piece*.

‘Phoenix’ OB6268



Clockwise from top left: ‘Alexia’ studded pod 

(Black), ‘Adison’ metallic woven pod (Silver), Model 

Bette Franke with  a contemporary take on 1920’s 

flapper dressing for VOGUE Netherlands, ‘Estelle’ 

fringed diamontè pod.  

Whether it’s the statement fringing on the ‘It’ 
pod or the more subtle fringed extravagance 

of the Estelle diamontè pod, the woven 
metallic finish of the ‘Addison’ clutch or the 

organised chaos of the studded ‘Alexia’ 
pod, the collection is brimming with tactile 

conversation starters.

TEXTURE
and surfaces

TEXTURE
There is no 

better designer 
than nature.
Alexander McQueen

‘Ana’ OB4444

‘It’ OB7152

‘Abby’ OB4441



@olgabergclutches

‘Talia’ OB4427



‘Elke’ clutch (Aqua).
‘Pia’ Millinery piece.*

Our palette this Winter is inspired 
by the work of Melbourne artist 

Megan Weston who’s works loosely 
reference glacial landscapes that are 

rich in colour and mood. 

MOODY 
HUES

COLOUR

Winter 2016 sees colour return 
to Olga Berg in the form of 
rich, velvety tones of 
Aubergine, Emerald, Ink and 
Shiraz. Deep, vintage hues, 
brought up to date on minimal, 
modern shapes. Clean cut 
corners retain a warmth when 
re-imagined in glorious colour.

COLOUR MY WORLDWinter 2016 sees colour 
return to Olga Berg in 

the form of rich velvety 
tones of Aubergine, 

Emerald, Ink and Shiraz. 
Deep, vintage hues 

brought up to date on 
minimal, modern shapes. 

Clean cut corners 
retain warmth when 

re-imagined in glorious 
colour.

‘Elin’ OB7146

‘Elin’ OB7146

‘Sienna’ OB4423 ‘Emely’ OB6275

COLOUR MY WORLD

COLOUR



BEHIND THE SCENES...

‘Carmen’ clutch 
(Black-White).

‘Emely’ OB6275



Olga Berg also has agents in the fol lowing countries.

AUSTRIA

BENELUX

FRANCE

IRELAND

ITALY

SPAIN

UNITED KINGDOM

RUSSIA

PORTUGAL

HEAD OFF ICE
Suite 1 ,  431 Glenhuntl y Road
Elsternwick 3185 VIC Australia
T 03 9523 5055
F  03 9528 1199
W olgaberg.com

VIC /  TAS  /  SA
Melissa Robbins
T 03 9523 5055
F 03 9528 1199
M 0404 498 689
E mel@olgaberg.com

AGENTS

NSW
VW Fashion Agency
T 02 9212 0740
F 02 9211 1780
E contact@vwfashion.com.au

QLD
Lee Merchandising
T 07 3846 7044
F 07 3846 7190
E lauren@lee-merchandising.com.au

WA
Katz Agencies
T 08 9383 9011
F 08 9387 7062
M 0412 996 321
E jpkatz@wn.com.au

NEW ZEALAND
Renee Green Agency
M 021 649679
E reneegreen@vodafone.co.nz

@olgabergclutches


